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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The present deliverable deals with the in-depth analysis of three candidate simulation methods for the collapse 

and cavity prediction of single buildings within INACHUS: the Discrete Element (DEM), Applied Element (AEM) and 

Finite Element Method (FEM). They are investigated in view of simulation modules and/or of providing pre-

calculated cases in the INACHUS USAR software (ESS) for typical buildings introduced in D3.1. The analysis of the 

maturity, predictive capabilities and efficiency of the three distinctively different methods is performed on three 

size scales – from component level to full building – and for two collapse threats – explosion and earthquake.  

In a nutshell it can be said that AEM, implemented as the proprietary software ELS of the partner ASI, is the most 

mature and suitable method in terms of predictiveness and efficiency with still excessive mechanical details. DEM, 

substantially further developed by LUAS in the present work from the public domain real time physics engine 

BulletPhysics, is farer from established engineering descriptions and less mature, but shows advantages in 

efficiency and usability. FEM, here used in the commercial code LS-DYNA, is most accepted and widespread for 

non-linear mechanical problems but also pushed to and beyond its limits to calculate collapse for full buildings. It 

is a suitable tool to enlighten the test details and as discussion benchmark for the other methods. In conclusion, 

DEM and AEM are, despite very different degrees of robustness and predictiveness, both suitable to pre-calculate 

building debris heaps (future D3.3) for the future use by USaR teams within the INACHUS software. AEM, for its 

maturity, is probably the only one to have potential for additional on-site simulations during a rescue event. 
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1.1. Basic Methodology and Simulation Approach – Discrete Element Method 

The simulation technique that is presented here takes advantage of the efficient nature of rigid body physics 

engines that are developed primarily for the movie and computer gaming industry. Physics engines are optimized 

to exploit the high performance of modern computer hardware and are often designed to play back complex 

physical simulations in real time [59]. Most engines are inspired by the discrete element method (DEM) which 

allows the simulation of vast amounts of independently moving objects. 

The simulation technique at hand bases on the simplifying assumption that independent, solid building blocks 

form structural assemblies and that constraint definitions can describe the connections between those building 

blocks. It is further presumed that sufficiently accurate simulations can be obtained when the building elements 

are rather large in size. The approach of independent and indestructible building blocks is conform to the DEM 

paradigm. The computing effort is limited to the contact detection of colliding building blocks and the contact 

resolution and does not extend to describe deformations over the whole medium, as it is the case in FEM.      

The presented simulation technique incorporates several software modules that seamlessly work together:  

Bullet, a rigid body simulator, the 3D modeling software Blender and the Bullet Constraints Builder (BCB) add-

on. The latter was developed and implemented by LUAS within the INACHUS framework. In the following 

sections, the simulation method and the software modules are explained in detail. A special remark needs to be 

made concerning the use of the term DEM. In the course of this study the term DEM not only refers to the 

classical DEM approach, but it is also used literally to describe a simulation technique that employs separate, i.e. 

discrete simulation entities. Strictly speaking the here underlying approach is an advanced version of the classical 

DEM and is often referred to as Rigid Body Dynamics (RBD). 

1.1.1. Discrete Element Method 

The Discrete Element Method is a numerical method to predict the interaction of independently moving 

deformable and rigid objects. They move on simple trajectories and their movement is described by Newton’s 

laws of motion. DEM can be applied wherever a large amount of objects influence each other and where 

principles like frictional, electromagnetic, cohesive forces etc. can be applied [79]. The method was first 

introduced by Peter A. Cundall in 1971 for the analyses of rock mechanics problems [17]. Back then it allowed 

the simulation of around 1500 particles represented as 2-dimensional disks (plain strain) on a 32-bit computer. 

On today’s computers, the interaction of millions of particles with complex three dimensional shapes can be 

examined. Typical applications of DEM range from the examination of geo-mechanics and viscosity of gravel and 

sands in the soil processing industry (e.g. [31], [24], [14]) to the design of agricultural machinery that handles 

bulk material like cereals and seeds, as an example shows in Figure 1: 
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© Mark Goebel, Flickr © Algoryx 

Figure 1:  On the left: Berry handling machinery. On the right: DEM analyses of bulk material flow. 

Nowadays, Discrete Element Methods are often used as algorithms in so called “interactive rigid body dynamics”, 

where the user interacts with the simulation and results have to be provided in “real time” (see section 1.1.2). 

Since in these cases the speed is the most important factor, the level of accuracy is reduced [6]. The question to 

be answered within this deliverable will be whether it is possible to increase the accuracy by maintaining the 

methods advantage of computational speed. 

Newton’s Laws of Motion 

DEM bases on the fundamental physical laws such as the conservation of mass and momentum. The numerical 

algorithms therefore make use of basic concepts from classical mechanics especially from Newton’s laws of 

motion. His 2nd law of motion (the time rate of change of momentum of a body is equal to the applied force) is 

applied to calculate the general translational and angular forces of a particle: 

𝐹 = 𝑚
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑(𝑚𝑣)

𝑑𝑡
 

m𝑖
𝑑v𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= ∑(F𝑖𝑗𝑛 + F𝑖𝑗𝑠) + m𝑖g

.

𝑗

 

I𝑖
𝑑ω𝑖

𝑑𝑡
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−

𝑗
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Figure 2: Momentum conservation during collision between two particles with normal and tangential force 
and collision penetration α. 

Where the particle is i with radius ri and mass mi and where vi, ωi, and Ii are the translational velocity, angular 

velocity and moment of inertia of the corresponding particle. The total force on each particle consists of gravity 

and the external force, which is subdivided in a normal (𝐅𝑖𝑗𝑛) and a tangent component (𝐅𝑖𝑗𝑠) to the contact 

surface [10]. 

Rigid Body Dynamics 

Once a discrete element problem is set up and initial conditions (e.g. velocities or gravitation) are applied, the 

major task of the algorithm is to determine collisions and resulting contact forces between the elements, which 

result in updated velocity vectors of the elements. Different models and approaches exist to handle contact in 

DEM. One of the earliest models is the so-called Linear Spring-Dashpot Model, where elastic and dissipative 

effects are considered [14]. Further, more complex models are described e.g. in [66] or [77]. Those models apply 

however in general to “soft sphere” problems, where the discrete elements are represented by spheres with 

distinct properties (compliance, plasticity effects, adhesion etc.). In the used enhanced version of the DEM only 

rigid bodies are considered, which simplifies the calculation, since no internal stresses and strains are described. 

Moreover, dissipative mechanism as plasticity are neglected with the exception of friction between bodies. The 

most noticeable difference to classical DEM is that penetration of colliding bodies is prohibited, as is not the case 

in e.g. the standard spring-dashpot model, where forces are determined gradually in dependence of small 

penetrations. In contrast, contact forces and changes in velocities occur instantaneously, without penetration in 

the used approach [2]. The major advantage of this method is its computational efficiency, by reducing the 

computational costs for contact handling dramatically [80]. As mentioned above, the term Rigid Body Dynamics 

(RBD) would therefore apply more accurately to the used method. To stay in accordance with the project 

description of INACHUS, the term DEM is nevertheless further used. 
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The governing equations of motions are reformulated in a Linear Complementary Problem, which then forms a 

time-stepping model, including the contact forces as constraint conditions [6], [21]. This model is then iteratively 

solved by a so called Projected Gauss-Seidel algorithm, which uses an implicit time stepping scheme and thereby 

allowing larger time steps and hence faster calculations. The classical DEM approaches normally use explicit time 

integration, which increases the number of cycles and thus the computational costs significantly. 

Calculation cycles 

The DEM simulation proceeds with incremental calculation cycles, sometimes referred to as “loops” in literature, 

that stretch over a determined time interval called time step Δt. In each time step, different solution procedures 

are calculated and repeated until the end time is reached. 

The first procedure searches for possible collisions between neighboring objects. To solve this problem several 

algorithms e.g. cell or sorting algorithms can be applied [53]. The second procedure – once there is an overlap 

between two objects detected – calculates the normal and tangential forces from the magnitude of the overlap. 

The third sums up the resulting net force that acts on the objects and determines its acceleration, new velocity 

and trajectory. The fourth procedure calculates the displacement and rotation at the end of the time step. The 

cycle then starts from the beginning for the next time step and repeats until the simulation is finished. Figure 3 

gives a schematic representation of this process. 

 

Figure 3: DEM calculation cycle. 

Advantages and Disadvantages with respect to collapse simulation 

The DEM simulation approach has several advantages. Due to the fact that only rigid bodies are considered and 

that these bodies interact mainly on the basis of Newton’s laws, the numerical effort to describe and solve the 

overall problem is highly reduced – especially compared to continuum approaches, where even within elements 

complex material behavior has to be computed. This makes the DEM in general a very fast method, so that it can 

be even used in “real-time”- scenarios, as described above. Furthermore, the time to build up an executable 

model is highly reduced, since the geometry is only coarsely approximated and a lot of structural details are 

neglected. 
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Those advantages bear of course inherently the disadvantage, that deformations can only be calculated between 

the bodies, leading – together with an only coarsely discretized structure – to a reduced accuracy of the method. 

A further disadvantage of this approach is the lack of information regarding structural details. Especially with 

regard to reinforced concrete buildings, reinforcement details cannot – or only in a rather superficial manner – 

be considered. 

While the main physics of structural dynamic behavior are applied by the governing equations, they apply mainly 

to separated objects and not to a continuum, which is the starting point in collapse scenarios. Several successful 

attempts to utilize DEM and derivatives of the method to model collapse of masonry structures are reported by 

[1]. Since masonry structures show a repetition of regular blocks and separation will mostly occur on the mortar 

between bricks, the DEM is principally a suitable approach. Properties of mortar can be implemented e.g. in 

complex force models. The same is in general true for reinforced concrete structures, whereby in these cases the 

unique correlation between structural and numerical elements is lost. However, all approaches of this kind have 

in common, that models have to be implemented in the original algorithm of the method. During INACHUS it was 

decided not to change physic engines, but to utilize existing possibilities provided by algorithms. In this case, the 

possibility of constraints which dissolve after a certain threshold is exceeded, is taken. They are combined with 

a physical interpretation of the thresholds, which will be explained in detail in further sections. 

1.1.2. The Bullet Physics Engine 

Adapted versions of the DEM are implemented in different commercial and freely available software codes, so-

called “physics engines”, which are responsible to solve the above described discrete-time model. Those engines 

are optimized to play back approximate simulations of rigid bodies, soft bodies and fluids in real time. Especially 

the movie industry takes advantage of physics engines for the creation of physics based animations that shall 

look as realistic as possible, see Figure 4 as an example.  

Modelling set-up and visualization of the simulation is to be done in a different software environment, which is 

linked to the physics engine. Several different engines exist, e.g. Open Dynamics Engine, AGEIA NovodeX, True 

Axis, Bullet Physics and more. They differ not only in type of license, available features, supported platforms and 

run-time performance, but as well with regard to the considered application. While so called “off-line” engines 

need hours and days to solve a specific simulation, they deliver very accurate solutions, whereas the above 

mentioned engines derive more from interactive environments with the demand of only plausible results in favor 

of real-time solutions [6], [36]. The term “interactive” means that the simulation results are delivered 

instantaneously and the user interacts steadily with updated results, which is also referred to “real-time” 

simulation. “Off-line” engines on the contrary are decoupled from user interaction.  

The Bullet Physics engine [32] is used in the herein presented study. It is a freely available real-time physics 

simulation software in particular for rigid body dynamics and collision detection and was developed by Erwin 
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Couman in 2003 for Sony´s Playstation. Bullet is today one of the most used physics simulators, with major 

application in movie and gaming industry for special effects. It is nowadays also deployed in robotics simulation, 

e.g. the tensegrity robotics simulator by NASA [34] or the robotic surgery simulation by BBZ medical technologies 

[35]. 

 

Figure 4: Bullet physics used in the movie “2012” to simulate fictional earth movement. Additional graphic 
effects are overlaid to render a realistic scene (Photo courtesy of Columbia Pictures). 

1.1.3. Blender and Bullet 

For modelling set up and visualization of results, the software Blender was utilized, which is a free professional 

3D modelling software and started originally as a proprietary program owned by the Dutch animation studio 

NeoGeo in 1995. Active development has brought to this software a wide variety of functionalities including 

video editing, animation tools, sophisticated texture mapping, game logic, sculpting, path tracing rendering, real 

time physics simulation etc. Apart from a growing number of users there is also an increasing number of 

programmers that contribute constantly to Blender’s functionality. This makes Blender a very powerful tool to 

exploit the results of simulations, for example it enables interactive “walk throughs” in scenes with realistic 

shading, textures and lighting. It also provides tools for cavity detection or victim tracing in case of collapse 

simulation. A script language program interface allows the use of customized extensions that permit e.g. 

displacement visualizations such as Figure 15, in section 1.2. 

The bullet physics library has been available in Blender´s game engine since 2005. In the latest Blender versions 

the bullet features can be controlled in the modelling space directly and its functionality can be activated from 

the main tool bar. In this environment rigid bodies can maintain two properties, passive or static. Passive objects 

are fixed in place, while active objects are affected dynamically by collisions and gravity. A large number of 

objects can be set up in a scene, which are either independent or interconnected with constraints. The physical 
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simulation is directly played back in the program’s viewport, objects in the scene can even be interactively 

grabbed with the pointer and moved around which dynamically affects the other objects as well. This feature is 

interesting for INACHUS, because it allows in principle to interact with debris during and after the simulation, for 

example to test subsequent collapse. It is e.g. conceivable to utilize this feature for training and educational 

purposes, where simulations can be embedded in a realistically rendered scene and USaR team members can try 

to reach trapped victims virtually – maybe in future even with support of 3D glasses. 

Blender’s dependency graph and its influence on the simulation speed 

The so-called “dependency graph” in Blender keeps track of the relationships and animation settings of each 

individual object at each single simulated frame (a frame is simply a single picture in an animation of the 

simulation results. Several iterations of the loop can potentially be performed before a frame renders the current 

model status). While this is not required for the Bullet simulations to work, it is done anyway as a standardized 

part of the animation evaluation process in Blender. When vast amount of objects make up a simulation scene, 

this feature causes a significant performance loss in rigid body simulations, which could be avoided with a 

different approach how objects are administered in Blender. Currently there are numerous efforts taking place 

to improve this issue within the coming year. An approach will be documented in detail in deliverable D3.5, the 

final documentation about the DEM method. 

1.1.4. The Bullet Constraints Builder 

Discrete element methods were originally designed to simulate media with independently moving objects like 

gravel or sand and not with dealing with solid structures. However, with regard to building structures, rigid bodies 

– which represent e.g. single columns, beams or slabs – have to be initially connected to each other in order to 

represent a complete building. If e.g. a slab is not connected to the columns it is not supported, since it behaves 

as an independent rigid body and will move in direction of applied gravity as the simulation starts.  

Since the material behavior is not considered within the rigid bodies this connection has to be established 

between bodies by constraints, in order to model strength properties of the material at least in a broader sense. 

For this purpose, the Bullet Constraints Builder (BCB) was developed, which is an add-on that extends effectively 

Blender’s Bullet physics tools. Its primary purpose is to connect separate rigid bodies with sophisticated 

constraint arrangements that allow complex collapse simulations by taking into account real world parameters 

of reinforced concrete elements. It enables an automated constraint setup and spares the user from spending 

too much time with preparing the virtual model for simulations. The BCB is a flexible tool that allows users with 

little experience but it offers also advanced options for experts and possibilities for fine tuning. It was developed 

and written within the INACHUS project. 

The key principles of the BCB are: 
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1. Multiple constraints per element pair to represent the relevant degrees of freedom (DOF). 

2. Accurate constraint placement taking into account the contact surface of two elements. 

3. Evaluation of breaking thresholds based on physical structural properties of the building element. 

Multiple constraints 

Constraints that connect two rigid bodies and are allowed to dissolve require a so-called “breaking threshold". 

This value is universal by default, which means that a constraint is dissolved as soon as the magnitude of one of 

the force components 𝐹𝑖  or moment components 𝑀𝑖, reaches the defined threshold. The bullet solver evaluates 

each force component (𝐹𝑖  or 𝑀𝑖) at each iterative computing step separately, but does not distinguish between 

forces, moments, their directions or their combined effects. As soon as any of the evaluated components exceeds 

the defined breaking threshold the constraint will be simply deactivated and the connection dissolves. This fact 

is a decisive limitation for describing real structural behavior, where different loading conditions can be 

supported by the material differently, depending on the direction and the kind of applied load.  

 

Figure 5: Different strain directions may require separate constraints. 

Figure 5 illustrates the need for multiple constraints with a simple concrete element: While concrete has a high 

resistance for compressive stresses, it has a low tensile strength. Assuming the strength within a concrete body 

would be represented with only one constraint with the breaking threshold defined by its compressive strength 

fc, the element would not fail until this stress magnitude is reached – even for tensile stress states. This is the 

reason why multiple constraints need to be placed at each connection, sometimes even if the same degree of 

freedom is covered.  

With the current BCB script version 2.34 eighteen connection types are introduced. They range from single fixed, 

respectively point constraints, to a combination of generic and spring constraints, see Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Three connection types in the BCB with generic and spring constraints. 

The constraint breakdown of connection type 16 with seven generic constraints can be seen in Figure 7. The 

generic constraint type allows to restrict one DOF and lets the remaining five DOF unlocked. The restricted DOF 

can then be secured by an individual breaking threshold. An example of a generic constraint configuration with 

locked DOFs and automatically calculated breaking values can be seen in section 3.1 (appendix). 

 

Figure 7: Breakdown of the constraint arrangement of connection type 16 with seven generic constraints. 
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Spring constraints 

The connection type that includes springs allows a certain amount of deformation between bodies without 

complete dissolution, even if the breaking threshold of the generic constraint has been reached. The springs 

reproduce thereby rudimentarily the yielding performance of the steel reinforcement by adding ductility 

between rigid bodies. After a predefined deformation, the spring connection dissolves as well and the rigid 

bodies separate. A number of parameters define the spring properties: stiffness, lower linear and angular 

thresholds when entering the plastic state, as well as linear and angular upper thresholds when the spring 

dissolves. The performance of springs has not yet been analyzed in depth in this research and therefore they 

were not used systematically in the validation cases. Direct comparisons in the Yu and the Peng case (see 

chapters 2 and 3), however, did not show a notable difference if springs where used – which is maybe the effect 

of an inappropriate parameter choice for this cases. On the other hand, the use of springs had a decisive effect 

on the Pyne Gould Corporation Building simulation where they were essential to reach a plausible agreement 

with the real collapse shape, see Figure 38 and Figure 39 in section 4.2. Although the effect of springs will be 

shown in the appropriate section, a full description and review of this constraint cannot be done yet, since neither 

all parameters nor their effects are currently fully understood. 

Element groups 

Element groups offer the possibility to organize elements in categories such as slabs, walls, columns and girders 

etc. All members within one group will be connected with the same constraint properties. By this way it is 

possible to distinguish between structural elements with varying reinforcement or strength properties. Two main 

categories are available to choose from: walls/slabs and beams/columns. The higher order in the element list 

defines which settings are applied, if elements belonging to different element groups are connected.  

Constraint placement and accurate contact area detection 

The BCB places the constraints in the center of the contact area of the elements boundary boxes. By defining a 

cluster radius, close laying constraints can be bundled and all constraints within this radius will then be relocated 

to the cluster center point, see Figure 8. This function is important if the connection is not rigid but forms a 

pivoting joint. The script calculates the size of the contact area automatically which is then used to evaluate the 

breaking thresholds of the various constraints, see Figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Accurate constraint placement and contact area detection based on the overlapping of elements 
bounding boxes. 

Breaking threshold calculation 

Each constraint is secured with a particular breaking threshold. Several test simulations have been done to assess 

the reliability of Bullet’s breaking thresholds. Thereby it was found that for most constraints the numeric 

threshold values accurately correlate with real force parameters when dividing the threshold with the number 

of steps per second. However, the threshold of the generic constraint is an exception. Test simulations have 

shown that for forces a correcting factor of precisely 2.2 has to be applied. For moments the tests disclosed a 

certain variation and an average correcting factor of 1.5 seems adequate. The conversion from forces to generic 

threshold units are done in the following way (Table 1): 

Table 1: Threshold unit conversion 

Forces Moments 

1 threshold unit = F [N]∙2.2 / Steps 1 threshold unit = M [Nm]∙ 1.5 / Steps 

 

The WP3 – partner Schüßler-Plan delivered a set of simplified engineering formulas that provide approximate 

values for admissible forces and bending moments before yielding in normal and orthogonal directions of a 

reinforced concrete (RC) cross section. Input parameters for the formulas are element dimensions, steel- and 

concrete strengths, reinforcement ratio and information about the stirrup layout. The exact placement of 

reinforcement bars is not considered, which implies a noticeable simplification. The calculated values are then 

converted into proportional strength values per unit area of the cross section. To each element within the same 

element group a specific breaking threshold based on the area of its cross section will then be assigned. 

Section 3.1 of the appendix gives a brief overview, while the full approach and procedure will be documented in 

detail within deliverable D3.5. 
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Since the formulas determine admissible loads derived from the structure’s cross sections and admissible 

strength values, certain key aspects, like plastic deformation and the subsequent activation of load bearing 

capabilities as catenary action (see section 2) are not able to be considered with this current approach. The 

simulation of the validation cases will show the impact of this limitation or whether those additional structural 

phenomena do not contribute too much to the overall collapse shape. 

1.1.5. Preparing the DEM Model for Simulation 

The BCB add-on automatically prepares the model for simulation by adding rigid body-constraint relationships. 

No user interaction is needed for this process, which is called “building”. The actual subsequent simulation 

process is commonly referred to as “baking”. 

Building 

After the input parameters are entered and all rigid bodies in the model are selected, the BCB-script is run. In a 

first step, all rigid bodies are rescaled by a pre-defined factor to create space for the constraints to act 

unobstructed from rigid body geometries. The script then searches for closest rigid bodies and verifies if their 

boundary boxes are overlapping. If this is the case, “dummy” elements, called “empties”, are placed at the center 

of the shared surfaces. Constraint breaking thresholds are calculated and the values are then applied to those 

empties. In a last step the element’s mass is calculated based on present material properties.  

Benchmark measurements have shown that the time needed to build a simulation setup with constraints rises 

exponentially with the total amount of connected elements, which will be discussed in D3.5. At some point an 

eventually modest improvement of simulation accuracy brought by an additional constraint per connection 

might not justify a significantly increased setup and simulation time. It is therefore essential to judge how many 

constraints per connection are reasonable in order to keep a simulation model manageable and the simulation 

result significant enough. This issue will be investigated in the further course of the project. 

Baking 

Baking is a process in Blender that stores simulation data for fast playback. The BCB monitors the simulation 

during this baking process. Because the constraints of connections between rigid bodies have no knowledge of 

each other it is necessary to manage these during the simulation. For each time step Δt an event handler is 

checking all connections if at least one constraint per connection has been detached. In this case it automatically 

detaches all other constraints within this connection as well. Single left over constraints would otherwise 

destabilize the simulation, which can lead to unrealistic behavior especially at higher step rates.  
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1.2. Discrete Element Analysis 

1.2.1. General Remarks  

Since the presented DEM simulation method cannot simulate explosions and shock waves, an evaluation of the 

actual force responsible to break the beam specimen following the explosive event will be done by removing the 

middle support instantaneously. With the chosen approach of connecting rigid bodies with constraints at their 

center axes, the internal load redistribution cannot be covered in detail. The aim of the modeling is hence the 

prediction of the first failure load for the specimen. Figure 9 refers to the original test arrangement of the static 

experiment by [83] and shows the middle joint displacement in dependency of the force applied by the actuator 

for specimen S2. A valid assumption seems to regard the point of first failure, when the reinforcement reaches 

its flexural capacity and starts to yield. In the experiment the strain recording gauges detected this yielding 

between 30 to 35 kN of applied force, when the flexural action changed to compressive arch action. The peak 

force in the early stages of the compressive action is around 40 kN (see blue circle in Figure 9) and the middle 

joint displacement at this point is less than 100 mm. 

 

Figure 9: Middle joint displacement due to a continuously increasing force (in mm) [83]. 

Since the load for increased deformation is lower than for the first yielding until the catenary action is activated, 

this load of around 40 kN can be seen as critical load for the structure, since this load would initiate the collapse 

process. For the comparison with the DEM simulations an admissible force between 30 to 40 kN can hence be 

stated with good reasons. 

The beam in this experiment represents a basic structural component in a building. To keep the simulation speed 

of a complex building structure low, it is essential to keep the discretization and with it the total element count 

as low as possible. The goal of the simulation with DEM was foremost to see if it was possible to predict with a 

low discretization level the load under which failure of the specimen was initiated in the experiment. 
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1.2.2. The Yu-Experiment Setup in DEM 

The beam configuration was modelled in Blender with simple cuboid rigid bodies, see Figure 10. Blue tinted parts 

serve for visual orientation only and are not considered during simulation. The end-column stubs are set as 

physically passive objects, which means that they are fixed in place and act as non-relocatable, ideal bearings. 

The two single bay beams and the middle column stub are set as physically active objects. The red cube in the 

middle represents the applied dead load.  

 

Figure 10: The Yu-beam setup in Blender. 

In the BCB interface only one element group was defined. The parameters were read out from the reinforcement 

drawing, see Error! Reference source not found., and collected in Table 2. According to the reinforcement 

drawing, the amount of longitudinal rebars in the beam section varies between four and seven. For the 

simulations, only five rebars according to section C-C in Error! Reference source not found. were considered. 

This section is located close to the end- column stub, where the highest bending moments will develop. This 

means that there are three upper and two lower longitudinal rebars not considered, but the total reinforcement 

cross section is averaged (i.e. the reinforcement ratio). The BCB uses the connection type 16 that joins a rigid 

body pair with seven generic constraints, see Figure 6, while no springs were used. The simulations were run 

with 1000 steps/s, i.e. a time step of Δt=1∙10-3. 

Table 2: BCB input variables for YU- beam simulation. 

Property Value Property Value 

steel yield strength 500 MPa Ø steel stirrup  6 mm 

concrete compressive strength 30 MPa stirrups distance 100 mm 

height of beam 250 mm Ø steel longitudinal 10 mm 
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width of beam 150 mm longitudinal number 5 mm 

  concrete cover 20 mm 

1.2.3. Test Procedure 

Six test series with rising beam discretization levels were performed, as given in Table 3. For each simulation run 

the mass of the red cube was increased by increments of 100 kg (≈1 kN), approximating the applied force by the 

actuator in the real experiment until the beam failed. 

Table 3: Overview over different discretization levels of DEM model. 

Discretization level Element size Discretization Element size 

A: undivided single bay beam 1 × 2.75 m D: five segments 4 × 0.69 m 

B: two segments 2 × 1.38 m E: five segments 5 × 0.55 m 

C: three segments 3 × 0.92 m F: eleven segments 11 × 0.25 m 

 

It was noticed right at the start of the test simulations that the admissible load for the beam could vary 

considerably if there were multiple copies of the same beam in the same simulation model (e.g. Figure 11 shows 

ten instances of the beam, with discretization level C, within the same simulation model). But although the 

models are equal, different applicable loads for failure are observed. For systematic analysis, each discretization 

level mentioned in Table 3, was set up with arrays up to ten identical beams. 

To test the beam arrays an initial average mass was taken that would break around half of the beams in the array 

and that would leave the other beams intact. Then the masses were individually increased respectively decreased 

incrementally by 100 kg until the admissible load for each beam was set. The individual breaking masses were 

then filled in tables and the average breaking mass determined, as shown exemplarily in Table 4 and Table 5. 
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Figure 11: Arrangement of 10 identical beams of discretization level C, that break under different applied 
load. 

1.2.4. Simulation Result 

Before the admissible load was reached, the beams deformed. The deformation increased with higher 

discretization. E.g. the center of a beam with discretization level F oscillated elastically up and down for about 

10 s and then sagged by 15 cm, see Figure 12. Besides expectable influences of the discretization level on the 

amount of deforamtion, the simulation time step affects the deformation as well, making it doubtful that this 

value can be seen as a reliable one. 

 

Figure 12: Deformation of beam with discretization level F, just before the admissible force was reached. 

The beam configuration broke in all cases first at the lateral connections. In some cases the beam bent down but 

stayed connected to the lateral column stubs, see A, C, E and F in Figure 13, or the connection totally dissolved, 

see B and D. The average array mass that was necessary to break the differently discretized beams varied 

between 2900 kg to 4400 kg. The beam arrays with a subdivision into three segments with 0.92 m length (level 

C), shows the lowest load bearing capacity with an average of only 2900 kg. This configuration exhibits also the 

highest variations within the arrays from 2200 kg to 3800 kg (deviation bandwidth of ca +/- 36 %), see Table 4. 
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The undivided single bay beam, with 2.75 m length (level A) carried an average of 3200 kg with rather high 

variations as well (2800 to 3800 kg). The beams with five, respectively eleven, segments carried very consistently 

a load of ca 4400 kg, see Table 5.  

Increasing discretization trends to raise and harmonize the load bearing capacity at 4400 kg (with a deviation 

bandwidth of only +/- 4 %). Further increasing discretization, like for example case F, does not increase the 

resistance anymore (Table 5).  

 

Figure 13: Average masses necessary to break the beam with different discretization levels. 
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Table 4: beam with three segments (level C). 

 

Table 5: beam with five segments (level F). 

 

 

This inconsistency poses of course a serious question about the accuracy of this DEM approach. However, last 

minute parameter studies seem to indicate that the observed high volatility stems from large differences in the 

lengths of rigid bodies that compose a structural element and not from a general low discretization level. If an 

element is composed of rigid bodies with more or less equal length, high volatility in the load carrying capacity 

can be avoided, see Figure 14. Although this issue is not yet fully understood, it will have a minor influence on 

the two remaining validation cases, since they are built up with more or less equal sized rigid bodies. 

 

Figure 14: The small element in the right hand model causes erratic behavior and inconsistent results. 
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1.2.5. Displacement Visualization and Computational Effort 

 

Figure 15: Visualization of the relative displacements in the Yu beam model (below) and crack pattern in the 
experiment (above). 

The here presented DEM implementation cannot visualize the magnitude of internal forces, nor can it accurately 

indicate areas that are submitted to stress. The reason for this lies in Blender’s Python API, which enables add-

ons like the BCB to connect directly to internal Blender data and functions, but until today provides no possibility 

to directly access the forces that the Bullet library evaluates during simulations. However, displacements of 

neighboring rigid bodies, which are caused by these forces, can be visualized and give indications where zones 

of high strains are located. In the above shown Figure 15 rigid bodies with a high relative displacement with 

regard to its adjacent body are colored red, bodies with low relative displacements are marked blue. 

The wall clock computing time to build the constraint connections was measured: For a beam array with ten 

beams and discretization level F it took 1.67 s to connect 250 elements with 1680 constraints. The baking process 

(solution time) for four simulation seconds lasted nine seconds on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-4720 CPU 

2.6GHz, 8GB RAM. 

1.2.6. Conclusions Regarding DEM on the Component Scale 

For a model with almost equal sized elements, the method is able to predict a reasonable failure load, compared 

with the static experiment. On the other hand, the method can physically only approximate the bending response 

of beams and their connections to columns. Compressive arch and catenary action, two major mechanisms that 

can prevent RC buildings from collapse, can currently not be replicated by DEM in combination with the BCB 

developments undertaken (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.). Visually similar deformations may 

be yielded (on this model scale) to some extent, but lack of predictiveness and also repeatability (e.g. in different 

modelling surroundings) have to be kept in mind when using the results. 
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1.3. Discrete Element Analysis 

1.3.1. The Peng Experiment Setup with DEM 

The experiment was modelled in Blender with simple rigid bodies, see Figure 16. The blue tinted parts represent 

the steel columns that are set as physically passive objects, i.e. ideal bearings, fixed in place. The concrete pillars 

and the slab are set as physically active objects. The pillar at B1 was deleted at the start of the calculation. Figure 

16 shows the two types of loads, the cuboids for the perimeter and hexagon shaped loads representing bags 

with adobe soil on front and back panel. Four model set ups, with different degrees of slabs discretization, were 

built (Figure 17). The BCB uses the connection type that joins a rigid body pair with seven generic constraints 

(see section 1.1.4), no springs were used. The simulations were run with 1000 steps/s, i.e. a time step of 1∙10-3 s. 

 

Figure 16: The Peng experiment setup in Blender. 

 

Figure 17: Discretization levels of the plane. 
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Element groups  

The model was subdivided into three element groups to represent the different amount of reinforcement for 

pillars and slab areas, see Figure 18. The different input variables due to more or less reinforcement bars led to 

specific parameters of admissible load for each group, whereby the total rebar in the tension and compression 

mats were averaged. This resulted in higher admissible load values for group 1 and lower values for group 3, see 

Table 6. 

 

Figure 18: Subdivision of platform into three element groups. 

 

Table 6: BCB input variables for the slabs 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

steel yield strength 414 MPa width of slab 1220 mm 

concrete compressive strength 33 MPa Ø steel bar 6.5 mm 

height of slab 89 mm concrete cover 22 mm 

amount of rebar Tension mat Compression mat Average 

element group 1: 14 bars  8 bars  11 bars 

element group 2:  4 bars  8 bars  6 bars 

element group 3:  0 bars  5 bars  2.5 bars 
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Load distribution  

Besides the structures self-weight, on the perimeter 11.37 kN/m2 and in the center 4.84 kN/m2 were applied 

(Error! Reference source not found.). This corresponds to 1900 kg for each of the six perimeter loads and 730 kg 

for each of the center loads. Although the loading of drop 1 lead only to cracking and not to collapse in the 

experiment, this scenario was used at first. 

 

Figure 19: Initial load distribution in the DEM simulation according to drop 1. 

1.3.2. Results 

The model “D3” (Figure 17), was used for the first test run. Initially only the perimeter loading was applied. With 

this loading the model did not react, except tiny vibrations at the edges of the slab were observable. In the second 

run the center load was added. At start the simulation displayed a slight sagging and vibration of the slab at the 

missing pillar B1, then the pillars A2, B2 and C2 punched through the slab simultaneously. The slab folded 
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downwards along axis “2” (in the midst of the slab) and the rest of the pillars punched through the slab as well, 

see Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20: Load distribution of drop 1 in Blender and collapse of slab with discretization D3. 

In the following simulation runs the center loads were adjusted until no collapse occurred, which was the case 

with a load of 480 kg each, corresponding to 3.2 kN/m², a significantly lesser value than the applied load in the 

experiment (4.84 kN/m²). In this state the slab sagged at pillar B1 by about 3 cm, see Figure 21.  

 

Figure 21: Slab with discretization D3, 1000 steps/s, bending at pillar B1 before the admissible loading was 
reached. 

Further test simulations have shown that the actual deformation of the structure is highly dependent on the 

chosen timestep. Figure 22 exhibits observable differences in the deformation for a different number of steps 

per second, while the bearable load before collapse does not change and remains around 3.2 kN/m². 

 

Figure 22: Slab with discretization D3 and varying steps/s before collapse. 

The tests were repeated with different discretization levels. The admissible load varied from 240 kg (1.8 kN/m²) 

with D1, 360 kg (2.4 kN/m²) with D2 and 520 kg (3.5 kN/m²) with D4. The higher the discretization the more the 
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determined value of the admissible load converges to a constant value of approximately 520 kg. Deviations from 

the experimentally applied load are given in Table 7. Model D3 was also modelled with springs but no noteworthy 

difference was observed when compared to the simulation of D3 only with generic constraints. 

 

Figure 23: Load distribution in Blender and collapse of slab with discretization D1. 

 

Figure 24: Load distribution in Blender and collapse of slab with discretization D2. 

 

Figure 25: Load distribution in Blender and collapse of slab with discretization D4. 

Table 7: Deviation of capable loading for different discretization. 

Discretization D1 D2 D3 D4 

Perimeter loading in simulation 1.59 kN/m² 2.39 kN/m² 3.18 kN/m² 3.45 kN/m² 

Deviation to loading in experiment (4.84 kN/m²) -67 % -51 % -34 % -29 % 
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The time it took to connect 226 elements with 2863 constraints (discretization D3) was 3.89 s. The baking process 

(simulation time) over 200 simulation frames lasted 21 s. (on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-4720 CPU 2.6GHz, 

8GB RAM). 

1.3.3. Conclusions of the Peng Experiment Simulation with DEM 

Figure 26 (top) shows the experimentally derived collapse shape and the final shape with DEM. The structure 

remains almost intact and only the elements at the column connection failed, which points to the punch through 

characteristic of the experiment and thereby replicates the correct failure mechanism. However, this collapse 

shape was derived for a much smaller applied load than in reality (only around 50 % of the real final collapse 

load), revealing again the fact that additional load bearing mechanism cannot be simulated – what leads to the 

fact that the collapse load is clearly underestimated. This is of course due to the implemented formulae, which 

are so far not able to capture plasticity and hence lead to a very brittle behavior, which is clearly seen in Figure 

26 (bottom). 

While it is to some extent expectable that a higher discretization level leads to convergence concerning the 

bearable collapse load, the high dependence on the time step is not yet understood. Although it is again 

reasonable that a reduced number of time step will eventually lead to an instable solution, it is currently not 

known how the time step influences the solution and which time step range leads to reliable and trustworthy 

results, not only from a physical but more from a numerical point of view. 
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Figure 26: Comparison of the experimental (top) and D3 simulated (bottom) collapse shape. 

 

1.4. Discrete Element Analysis 

1.4.1. PGB Model Setup 

Based on the outline of the simulation model provided by ASI, a model was rebuilt which matches the specific 

requirements of the DEM. The overall model consists of ca 6000 rigid bodies. The sizes of a typical floor or wall 

element ranges in between ca. 1 × 1 m², 1 × 2 m² and 2 × 2 m². Beam segments are typically ca 1.3 m long. Pillars 

were subdivided once to enable buckling. Passive physical objects compose the perimeter foundation, which is 
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constraint to a moving ground element on which the recorded earthquake ground motion is applied. The DEM 

simulation was performed with 200 steps/s, i.e. a time step of 5 ms, and it was done with two connection types: 

In the first simulation run only generic constraints were used (type 16, see section 1.1.4) and in the second run 

a combination of generic constraints and springs were applied. The model is shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28. 

An adjacent building structure on the East of the PGC building was considered in the model as well, because it 

has affected most likely the final collapse shape by retaining the sliding slabs on the east side. The structural 

properties of this building are unknown and the resistance it exerted on the shifting debris from the PGC building 

are therefore uncertain, but it was decided to account for possible effects through the building, knowing the 

limitations. 

 
Figure 27: Plan view of the DEM model and the adjacent side structure. 

  

Foundation Walls 
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Columns and stairs Steel elements 

  

Beams Slabs 

Figure 28: DEM model overview and rigid bodies representing the building elements. 

Element groups and variables 

For the sake of simplicity most typical elements with their properties have been identified on the technical 

drawings and collected into ten element groups that each shared identical or similar parameters. The element 

group properties contain averaged information. As an example, the beam cross section b-b in Figure 29 was used 

to determine the general beam property, because the largest portion of this member corresponds to this cross-

section. Separate element groups could have been established to represent the beam end section a-a, or the 

beam at section c-c, but it is expected that the additional information will not increase the accuracy but only 

modelling and computational efforts. Reinforcement bar overlaps and hooks, as well as steel jackets or bolts, 

have not been taken into consideration at all. 
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Figure 29: Example of a technical drawing with varying reinforcement. 

Figure 30 shows an example detail of two of the main element groups with input variables and relative strength 

values: 

 

Figure 30: Example for two element groups for beams. 

Earthquake time history 

For the sake of completeness, the recorded earthquake time history was utilized in its full length even though 

the intensity at start and in the end was relatively mild. See Error! Reference source not found. for the 

completely simulated interval. 

1.4.2. Mode of Collapse  

In the following section, the mode of collapse is described that was observed by using the connection type that 

utilizes springs together with generic constraints. Default values, determined by the BulletPhysics Engine, were 

taken for the spring. In general, springs are not yet deeply investigated. Their function and parameters will be 

discussed in more detail in the upcoming D3.5. 
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The main stages of collapse are illustrated in Figure 31 to Figure 34. Eight seconds after the start of the ground 

motion the building displays a slight torsional rotation around the shear core, see Figure 32 (1.). The rotation 

builds up for five seconds following the periodic amplitudes of the applied displacement. An intensifying 

oscillation in East-West direction can be observed as well, see Figure 32 (2.). After twelve seconds (coinciding 

with the peak amplitudes of the East-West component of the earth movement) the shear core splits horizontally 

in the first floor, caused by the excessive inertia forces due to the sudden acceleration. The upper shear core 

portion slides about one meter towards East, see Figure 32 (3.). At the same time the first floor columns fail and 

tip to the East: first the columns in the South, then in sequence the columns in East and West, finally – with ca. 

two seconds delay – the columns in the North, see Figure 32 (4.). This tipping order causes the slabs to collapse 

on the Southern side first with a drag to the East, see Figure 32 (5.).  

 

Figure 31: Main views, shortly before collapse, at t=6 s. 
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Figure 32: Main views, after 13 s. 

 

Figure 33: Mode of collapse, main views, after 20 seconds. 

Within a time span of 13 seconds, all the upper floors collapse in a pancake manner and force the upper shear 

core portion to tilt to the East, see Figure 33 (1.) and (2.).  

The upper floors cascade 7 to 8 m to the East into the adjacent structure and damages its South-West corner. It 

cannot be stated with certainty if the resistance of the adjacent building restrained the floors and hence affected 
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the final collapse shape, but this is very likely Figure 34 (1). The ground floor resists collapse nearly entirely with 

the exception of some ceiling slabs that locally fell down, see Figure 34 (2.). The shear core tilts by ca 22° to the 

East, see (3.). 

 

Figure 34: Mode of collapse, main views. Final collapse shape after simulation. 

 

Figure 35: Visualization of the relative displacement of the shear core after its failure. 
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1.4.3. Comparison Between Analysis and Real Collapse Shape 

The following section compares the DEM simulation outcome with images from the scene of the disaster from 

four major view angles. The main characteristic features according the BECA report [38] with analogies and 

deviations are pointed out: 

 the basement stayed intact (1.) 

 only a partially collapsed upper floor (2.) 

 still connected roof slabs on West side (3.) 

 inclined shear core (4.) 

 detached roof slabs on East side (5.) 

 partially destroyed adjacent building (6.)  

 cascaded floor slabs (7.) 

 no rotation in plan occurred (8.) 

 

 

Figure 36: Image comparison from South (top) and from North top (bottom). 
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Figure 37: Image comparison from South- East (top) and South-West top (bottom). 

With reference to Figure 36 and Figure 37: 

Analogies: The shear core has a similar inclination (4.), the ground floor stays intact (1.). The adjacent building 

was partly destroyed (6.), the upper floors cascade to the East, the 2nd and 3rd floor rest on top of each other. At 

the same time the center slab regions lean on the shear core (7.). The floor slabs were stacked with very little 

rotation in plan (8.). 

Deviations: In the simulation all the roof slabs detach from the shear core (3.) and all the upper floor collapse 

completely (2.). 
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Effect of springs in addition to the generic constraints 

The simulation based exclusively on generic constraints behaved much more brittle. This became especially 

obvious in the shear core that collapsed completely and fragmented, see Figure 38. The timing of the dissolving 

of the generic constraint connections is, however, not influenced by the use of springs.  

 

Figure 38: The simulation result without springs from South-West (left) and from East (right), final collapse 
shape. 

Figure 39 shows the ductile effect that springs have on the structure: the red highlighting shows the remaining 

connection between slabs and shear core that exists after the generic constraints have already dissolved. 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of model with springs (left) and without springs (right), at an intermediate state of the 
collapse sequence. 

Influence of the time step rate 

The above described successful simulation was performed with a rate of 200 steps/s. Simulation attempts with 

much higher step rates did not lead to the same result. For example, a step rate of 500 steps/s caused the shear 

core to split horizontally in the first floor as well and the structure to swing, but the building did not collapse. At 

a rate of 1000 steps/s constraint connections broke earlier and the reduced ductility caused the basement pillars 

to fail. 
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Figure 40: The simulation outcome with 500 steps/s (on the left) and 1000 steps/s (on the right). 

 

Figure 41: Constraints placement in the PGC model. 

The time to connect 5986 elements with 89134 constraints took 2 hours and 52 minutes. The baking process 

(simulation time) over 550 simulation frames lasted 4 hours and 7 minutes (on a laptop with Intel Core i7-4720 

CPU 2.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM). 

1.4.4. Conclusion of the PGC Building Simulation with DEM 

The above depicted simulation outcome of the PGC case, which is simulated with 200 steps/s and with the 

application of springs, shows in general a good correlation with the real collapse shape. However, it is important 

to state here that the effects of the spring parameters are not yet understood precisely and lead in this case to 

a non-physical behavior, which will be explained in chapter five. The inability of considering plastic deformation 

over the initial point of failure of the generic constraints is seen in this case again when springs are absent and 

the result show an overly brittle behavior. Furthermore, the drastic influence of the step-rate is observable in 
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this case again, an issue that has to be addressed in future. Nonetheless, the progress achieved within the project 

with DEM and the custom developed BCB is very promising and points out, that effective collapse simulations 

are achievable, even it not yet very reliably. 

ter with 64 cores, the method is by far the slowest. 
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2. Summary and Conclusion 

2.1. Assessing Accuracy and Efficiency and Determining Deficiencies 

2.1.1. DEM 

The Discrete Element approach is the least established method (in the context of failure and collapse prediction) 

of the herein presented numerical methods in the considered context. Although the theoretical methodology of 

discrete elements was introduced decades ago, the herein used enhanced version, implemented in real-time 

physics engines, had and has not the primary aim to be used as tool in engineering applications. The presented 

approach to model structural behavior of buildings under severe loadings realistically is – according to the 

authors knowledge – the first attempt to use ready-available software with modifications on a script level, but 

without changing the underlying core algorithms. From this perspective, the developing work, which has been 

undertaken within the INACHUS project, has brought the capabilities of the chosen approach significantly 

forward. Parts are connected with simplified parameters, realizing cohesion and breaking of the parts in a 

physical manner. As natural consequence, this approach has in this stage still a lot of simplification. Those 

simplifications concern mainly the constraints, with which buildings parts are connected. The presented 

constraints only represent a certain threshold, which is estimated by simplified engineering formulas and are not 

able to account for inelastic states above the first strength threshold – which was especially highlighted in case 

of the component-level and the mid-size level validation. Here, the post-failure mechanisms, which lead to a 

highly increased load bearing capacity, could not been considered, resulting in a pre-mature failure/collapse of 

the structures. The same is true for the modelling of the Pyne Gould building. Although springs kept parts 

together and thereby an apparent ductility of the structure is observed, this effect is not physically based, since 

spring parameters are yet more or less arbitrarily chosen. If it would be possible to incorporate non-linear stress-

strain relationships, the additional load bearing capabilities should be covered more accurately and a higher level 

of overall accuracy seems to be possible. 

On the other hand, not only the simplified constraints, but general issues with the method pose challenges for 

modelling collapse in a reliable way. The fact that similar models within one simulation run does not converge to 

the same result if bodies with different sizes are included, is so far limiting predictive capabilities substantially. 

The same can be stated regarding dramatically different results for the same simulation with different time steps 

(see Figure 40). Those issues are not yet completely understood and have to be addressed if realistic and blind 

collapse prediction should be possible. 

Unfortunately, the major advantage of the method – its low calculation times – is after the first developments of 

the Bullets Constraints Builder lost due to the use of a large number of constraints. The method cannot be seen 

as a “real-time”-simulation tool in its current state, but it is expected that current efforts in advancements of the 
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implementation will result in higher efficiency and/or in a multi-thread capability in near future, allowing the use 

of more than one computational core and thereby decreasing significantly the simulation time.  

A general advantage over the other methods, especially compared to FEM, is the highly reduced modeling effort. 

Once a simplified geometry is established the preparation of the DEM model is in many parts automatized and 

it only takes computation time to build up the rigid body dependencies with constraints. Additionally, the use of 

this approach is simple and even less trained users can utilize it – what is definitely not the case for the much 

more sophisticated Applied and Finite Element Method tools. Moreover, it’s use is as common domain toolboxes 

open to a wide range of users and developers. 

Finally, it has to be mentioned that the presented approach has been developed only within 18 months from 

scratch and that – if it is further developed – prospects are good to achieve a higher model accuracy along with 

the mentioned advantages in near future. Despite all limitations regarding predictiveness and consistency of the 

results, it still has to be stated the DEM with BCB can produce realistically looking debris heaps, for a type of 

physical process – collapse of buildings - which shows anyhow strong dependency on minor details in reality and 

in trustworthy simulations. It might be used for it’s speed and availability within INACHUS to create a wider range 

of “typical collapse shapes”, still bearing in mind possible deviations. 
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APPENDIX 

3.1. Discrete Element Method – Constraint Threshold Calculation 

To assign the breaking thresholds for the constraints, material properties for concrete and steel, as well as 

geometric dimensions, have to be inserted, see Figure 42. The BCB determines the breaking thresholds from 

engineering formulas given below and assigns the values to the constraints. 

 

Figure 42: Determination of constraint breaking thresholds by the BCB script. 

Force and moment values, which approximate admissible forces up to the point of yielding of a cross section, are 

calculated for beams and pillars with the following equations: 

𝑵− = 𝑓𝑐𝐴 (1 − 𝜚) + 𝑓𝑠𝜚𝐴  𝑵+ = 𝑓𝑠𝜚𝐴 
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Figure 43: Designation of parameters on a beam (left) and a pillar (right) cross section. 

Slabs are evaluated as beams and pillars, except for the admissible shear force: 

𝐕+/− = 0.15 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ √100𝜚𝑓𝑐
3

 

 

Figure 44: Designation of parameters on a slab cross section. 
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𝑁+/− Approximate admissible tensile (-) /  

 compressive (+) normal force 
𝑉+/− Approximate admissible shear force 

𝑀+/− Approximate admissible bending moment 

 
𝑓𝑠 Yield stress steel 
𝑓𝑐  compressive strength concrete 
 
ℎ height 
𝑏 width 
𝑑 distance rebar to opposite concrete surface 
𝑒 distance between longitudinal rebar 

𝑠 distance between stirrups 

𝑑𝑠 Diameter stirrup bar 
𝑑𝑙  Diameter steel longitudinal bar 
𝐴 Cross section 
𝐴𝑠 Cross section of all longitudinal rebars per section 
𝐴𝑠𝑤 Total cross section steel stirrup [cm²/m] 
 
𝜚 Reinforcement ratio 
𝜐 Shear [%] 
𝜇 Coefficient for shear carrying capacity: 1.2 
𝑛 Number of longitudinal steel bars 
𝑘 Scale factor 

 

  


